The first polyvocal text to which I contributed in 2015 took the form of a dialogue in which I presented three
aspects of research-creation, each intersected with a written and pictorial intervention by a research-creation
practitioner.
This idea comes from an observation that Laurel Richardson had already made 25 years ago about the boring
nature of qualitative research reports. This idea comes also from an interest in the performative turn in the
social sciences and humanities, particularly the collage which allows, as Buttler-Kisber wrote “ Novel
juxtapositions and/or connections, and gaps or spaces, can reveal both the intended and the unnintended. “
This idea ultimately comes from an ethic of integrity and equality toward those who participate in a writing
project.
My polyvocal adventure continued with Cynthia Noury, who will present our third and most recent writing
project on research-creation. Before doing so, I will present some considerations on the concept of "voice" in
qualitative research writing as an a posteriori theorization.
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The Sage encyclopedia of qualitative research methods teaches us that as soon as qualitative research was the
object of reflexivity, that is, at the turn of postpositivism, "voice" became an issue. Not only the voice of the
researcher, but the voice of the people who were the object of the qualitative research and, eventually, the people
who participate in the action research or intervention. The main issues where the expression of the researcher's
subjectivity for one part and the power relation he/she has with the people who are the object of the research on
the other.
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The question of the voice did not even arise, it was the reign of the transcendence, the research was made by
itself, as long as the researcher followed rigorously the protocol dictated by the experimental science, imported
by the social and human sciences. On the one hand, the research data were quantities, free of the uncertainties
linked to symbolic values, and when data were statements, the words that composed them were reduced to
categories stemming from a meticulously constructed theoretical framework and were quantified. On the other
hand, the results of the sophisticated statistical calculations where spoking by themselves, the researcher only
had to write them down, any trace of enunciation having to be carefully concealed. This was the reign of
objectivity and abstraction, and this reign continues to this day through the peer review panels that award
grants and validate publications that are essential for the researcher's career progression.
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This paradigm rests largely on a conception of the knowledge resulting from phenomenology which comes
initially for Husserl from the experience which is accessible by a return on oneself, following the epoche, the
bracketing of the knowledge of science, then on the embodiement with Merleau-Ponty which grants a great
importance to the perceptions, to the feelings and even to the emotions. This is how the "voice" arises, which is
the expression of the person by herself, the "I" who does the research, who interprets the collected data.
Interpretation is the recognition of the symbolic dimension and of the plurality and diveristy of points of view
on the world. Rosanna Hertz distinguishes three "voices": that of the researcher who does the ethnography, that
of the answers he has collected from the respondents and finally that of the autoethnography where the two
positions are combined within the same person.
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John Bowden and Pamela Green remind us that it is illusory to think that a voice can render, reveal the
“true voice” of other people, because their voices are both irreducibly singular and irremediably "situated" as
Donna Haraway has so well shown. The researcher can only interpret them, filter them through his own
subjectivity.
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Critical approaches, partly from cultural studies, feminist, queer, colonial, etc. aim at empowering
marginalized, excluded or vulnerable people by giving them a voice instead of the researcher speaking for
them. There is a renunciation of the researcher's power and the privilege associated with it that is necessary in
order not to perpetuate domination. Thus the researcher renounces to correct, to smooth, to make acceptable
to the norms of the academy the voice of the persons objects of the research, by including them as it is. This is
the beginning of polyvocality.
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Faced with the realization that the world is complex and messy, John Law advocates a change in qualitative
research practice. Alecia Jackson and Lisa Mazzei, who have written extensively on voice, recognize the
powerlessness of a single voice, even the best trained, the most skilled and knowledgeable, to capture the
complexity of a phenomena, it needs the plurality and diversity of voices.
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Polyvocal writing requires an adapted semiotic where each voice is characterized by a singular typography and a
particular layout on the page.
Polyvocal writing is a writing of becoming, a writing that happens, insofar as the voices listen to each other,
answer each other, relaunch each other, rocket and bounce, pile up and overlap, polyvocal writing is an
experience of life together.
The polyvocal writing can be the fact of only one person. I give two cases of figure. The first one is when the
voices cohabit in the same space-time and are those of different personae, for example the voice of the emotions
felt, the voice of the child in us and the voice that writes his thesis, which allows differentiated writing: embodied
for one, creative for the other and academic for the last. A second case is when the voices belong to different
times, for example an initial voice that formulates its thesis project, a second voice that writes its thesis and a last
voice a few years later that revises certain aspects put forward during the writing in view of what happened in the
field and the reflexivity that one is then able to deploy.
In short, polyvocal writing produces open texts, without resolution and whose indeterminacy allows a plurality
of interpretations.
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Louis-Claude Paquin and myself (Cynthia Noury) have been doing research collaboratively for many years
trying to better understand and document the practice of research-creation in the academia. The article we are
using as an example for this presentation is entitled “(Re)Visiting Our Previous Contributions for ResearchCreation [as Practice] — A Performative and Polyvocal Writing Project.” The prepublished version was made
available online (lcpaquin.com) in the fall 2020.
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Having both published on research-creation for over five years already—mostly in French—we decided to write
an English article providing an overview of our work. I took charge of writing the first draft of the text after we
loosely discussed what we wanted to include in it. As I was already used to performative research and writing, I
naturally included traces of the research and writing process within the article. I first wrote the main body of
the text in a standard paragraph form, but then started opening up spaces for reactions and dialogues, directly
asking questions to Louis-Claude.
When he got back to me, he had used Word’s comment function filling up the margins of the pages with
complementary information, examples from students illustrating what we were talking about, images. etc. From
there, the text evolved and became this nice experimental polyvocal “monster” or “creature” that Louis-Claude
referred to earlier on. It is now a 57-page text, that we think is really interesting… but quite hard to publish—as
you could guess—because it goes outside every possible guideline you could imagine.
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Here is a caption of page 13 in order to illustrate some notable and unusual features of the article. First, you
notice a Wikipedia entry in the margin that Louis-Claude recreated to present an interesting author with
regards to our work. It also acts as a sort of allusion to what people would spontaneously do in the course of
reading an article that is Googling multiple elements to find out more. The right margin is also used as a space
to provide examples and open up the reflection throughout the article.
As in regular articles, we have subtitles, but we also have section tags for each paragraph for easier thematic
navigation.
In this paper, we are trying to better understand and explain research-creation without defining it. This goal is
part of our larger research endeavour to understand research-creation in its complexity—that is as a set of
diverse singular practices—rather than trying to encompass it in a single and limiting definition. As such, what
we did in the text was to provide successive “takes” on research-creation to show how our understanding of it
progressed throughout our reflexive journey. In the end we provided a “final” take on research-creation that is
still very open and by no means a definition.
In green, we also have some dialogues that ended up getting inserted in the text. In these, we discuss about the
writing and research process, sometimes disagree about things between ourselves or with the authors, ask for
clarifications, raise questions or limitations, etc.
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Even though our reflection on polyvocality took more theoretical dept afterwards, we were already thinking
about the different voices at play as we were writing. We outlined seven voices in the text at the time of
writing:
1) We have the plural voices from our previous writing in French that we are sometimes translating,
requoting and adapting.
2) We have the plural voices from the many authors cited.
3) We have Louis-Claude’s voice in the dialogues.
4) We have my voice in the dialogues.
We also have our distinct voices that are kind of melting in the main paragraphs as readers can’t really
distinguish who has written what.
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5) In the margins, we also have the many voices of the researcher-creators that are cited as examples.
Whenever we were citing other people’s work, we were always trying to stick to the words they used to
describe their own practice. We had previously done a massive survey with researcher-creators from the
Hexagram research-creation network in Montréal, so we had data about more than 150 people to work with.
6) In the margins, we also have comment boxes that we called “aporias” at the time of writing. These are
spaces to open up the reflection to themes that were not central to the text, but that were of interest to LouisClaude or myself.
7) Eventually, we even opened up potential dialogical spaces with the readers. In the example on this page, we
had just discussed “writing as research” so we used a blank space to create a box for readers to participate in a
writing exercise. We ended up doing that a couple of times throughout the text. At one point, we even invite
readers to fill an interactive form about their research-creation practice and return it to us by email. We
haven’t received any feedback yet, but hope people are still filling it for themselves.
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So, finally, why did we adopt polyvocal writing? You can see a long list of reasons on the slide. We knew
some of those things before starting the project, while others were figured out during the process.
First, we adopted polyvocality to open up our own way of thinking and writing. To dialogue among
ourselves and with the authors. To illustrate and exemplify. To diverge and digress beyond what it is easy to
fit in a nice little formatted paragraph. To let our theoretical influences permeate our writing. To perform
research in the open, making the research process and its temporality visible. As such, in our dialogues, we
even reflect on things we once wrote and don’t agree with so much anymore. We think it’s especially
interesting to include that. You know, sometimes you publish a text and a few years later you think: Wow,
did I really write that? Well, those performative texts allow for spaces that make visible the changing,
evolving and sometimes conflicting reality of research.
We also adopted polyvocality to “speak” and let others “speak” in their own words. As such, we had
everyone approving their quotes used in the text. We also did this to share and undermine our authority as
writers. To experiment, think and do research differently and most importantly to open up new
interpretation and meanings for readers. As mentioned earlier, there is no final resolution in this article and
we leave space for people to agree or disagree with us, add their own ideas to ours, raise more questions, etc.
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